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Introduction

In previous work (c.f. Spector and Hendler,
1993), we have described a simulated house-
hold cleaning domain, with a simulated robot
agent which performs cleaning tasks. Although
this agent didn’t vaccuum the floor, it was pro-
posed for doing tasks such as putting dirty
socks into the hamper, cleaning up spills, and
even putting out a fire in the kitchen. The sim-
ulator divided the apartment into over twenty
thousand spatial units, and sensing and effect-
ing were based on these. Thus, the robot could
only see what was in a projected cone of vision,
could only move things it could reach, etc.

Although a "robot" was used as the domain
for this work, and although the simulation was
more complex than most AI micro-worlds, the
simulator didn’t map well to real robotics. Al-
though this was a fine domain for AI planning
research, it’s assumptions were unrealistic for
real robotics work -- sensors were assumed to
be perfect, effectors had little or no error, and
the robot’s perceptions were "symbolic." Our
claims that someday a reactive substrate on
a real robot might provide something of this
sort were not well received by the AI-based mo-
bile robotics people. As one researcher1 put it,

"We would be more than willing to put
your name here if you’d sponsor our robotics
research. Hendler’s research is supported in
part by grants from NsF(IRI-8907890), ONR
(N00014-J-91-1451), AFOSR (F49620-93-1-0065),
the ARPA/Rome Laboratory Planning Initiative
(F30602-93-C-0039) and by ARI (MDA-903-92-R-
0035, subcontract through Microelectronics and
Design, Inc.) Dr. Headier is also affiliated with
the UM Institute for Systems Research (NSF Grant
NSFD CDR-88003012).

1Who will remain nameless, except for our no-
tice that he is a co-chair of this symposium and his
last name doesn’t start with "B."

"Buy a robot!"
We did. In this brief paper, we describe

our attempts to provide a vaccuuming behav-
ior for this robot. We start with a brief de-
scription of the robot and the task (as ex-
amined so far), and follow with a brief de-
scription of our plans for this domain. We
conclude with some discussion of the differ-
ences between "Itchy," our subsumption-based
robot, and "HomeBot," the simulated agent
of our previous work, and describe how we
are attempting to (eventually) merge the two
projects.

Robot with a DustbusterTM

The robot used in our current research is an
IS-Robotics 1%-2 robot. This robot is a smM1,
wheeled, relatively cheap behavior-based au-
tonomous robot, which is programmed using
the "behavior" language (originally developed
by l~od Brooks). The behavior code is (auto-
matically) translated into a set of Augmented
Finite State Automata hooked together in a
subsumption-based manner. These AFSMs are
then compiled into 6811 assembly code, and
downloaded to the robot. Four 6811s are used
to provide control, with a master processor con-
trolling three others, used for various sensing
and effecting. The robot we use has a 2-DOF
gripper, eight infrared sensors each of which
can return a vMue which estimates distance to
an object (accuracy ~ 1 ft., with 5 foot max),
and 8 bump sensors which return either a force
or position " "reading.-

We have implemented a simple vacuum
cleaning behavior on the robot (which is named

2Our lack of funding has forced us to take very
seriously the advice to "break the sensing habit."
(Miller, 1993)
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Figure 1: Itchy, an IS Robotics R-2 robot, using
a small DustbusterTM to vacuum the floor of
the Autonomous Mobile Robotics Laboratory
at the University of Maryl.and.

"Itchy"3), see Figure 1. Itchy carries a small
hand vacuum cleaner in its gripper and at-
tempts to vaccuum a surface in our labora-
tory. To allow for a systematic search, cleaning
the entire surface, we had to devise an envi-
ronment that this simple robot could navigate.
One possibility was a circular area, which could
be covered by setting up R.2 in the center and
moving it in a spiral pattern. This setup, how-
ever, hardly seemed applicable to the shape of
most living rooms, and thus, instead we de-
cided in favor of a rectangular surface. The
robot thus attempts to vacuum the surface by
moving back and forth making sweeps parallel
to the sides of the rectangle.

To test the robot, we used the platform in the
Autonomous Mobile Robotics Research Labo-
ratory at the University of Maryland. In addi-
tion to a rectangular ’surface, the platform had
borders allowing the robot’s infrared sensors to
detect the end of the platform. Figure 2 shows
a high-level diagram of the robot’s behavior.

During the implementation, we faced a cou-
ple of problems: First, Itchy does poorly
on precision moves such as (exact) 90-degree
turns. As a result, the robot drifts away from
its search pattern over time, and these errors

3Our second robot, a tracked vehicle not dis-
cussed in this paper, is called ~Scratchy."

add up, producing rather noticeable deviations.
As the robot has no positioning system, or
even a decent-dead-reckoning mechanism, we
can’t use Kahlman filtering or other traditional
error-correcting solutions to find a location.
We solved this problem by programming the
robot to realign itself with the platform bor-
ders after each lane in order to correct any in-
accuracies that had occurred. This periodic re-
calibration allows the robot to move back and
forth more consistently.

Second, arbitrary obstacles on the platform
can’t be effectively avoided due to the robot’s
very limited sensing capabilities. We had to
define the obstacles’ shapes and orientations
so that the robot could avoid the obstacle and
clean the floor around it. To differentiate be-
tween obstacles and the platform border, which
both appear simply as "objects" to the two
front infrared sensors of the robot, we attempt
to use what dead-reckoning we have to keep
track of the distance moved in the current lane.
Whenever the infrared sensors pick up an ob-
ject, the robot can tell if this is too close to be
the opposing border or too far to be an obsta-
cle. A border tracking behavior is used to go
around obstacles, with corners counter to allow
vaccuming to continue.

Robot with a DustbusterTM: The

Next Generation

We are currently extending the vaccuuming be-
havior in a number of ways, which we hope
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Figure 2: High level view of behavior

to have completed by the October date of
the Symposium on "Instantiating Real-\Vorld
Agents." Currently, all the dynamics in the
world are provided by the robot -- no objects
move in the world. We are currently extending
the behavior to deal with two kinds of dynam-
ics: We will demonstrate an ability to handle
having obstacles moved. In fact, given that the
robot has no actual map, and is simply reacting
to sensor inputs, this is fairly easy. Second, we
will deal with a moving object, a "housepet"
that enters the area. 4 This is a bit more com-
plicated, as sensing a small moving object is
difficult with the very limited sensore we have
available. In addition, the robot can currently
only handle simple obstacles (basically a "cof-
fee table" to go around) of regular shape, we
are extending its ability to handle a wider range
of obstacles. Other bells and whistles will be
added as time allows.

4Actually, as we do not have access to a well-
enough trained animal to gain reproducible behav-
ior without being bitten, we are currentlv using

TMa small model of Godzilla ’ , a well-known movie
icon.

Lessons learned
Perhaps the most intruiging lesson is how far
we have gotten with the simple robot we are
using. It is clear that the notion of making use
of regular structures in the environment is eas-
ily exploited in this domain. We suspect that
an actual vaccuuming robot is well within cur-
rent technological demands, although whether
it is financially feasible is an open question. By
adding some sensing capabilities and a small
amount of processing power (68233’s may be
enough), a small, battery-powered 5 vaccum
could be developed, and could clean most reg-
ularly shaped households.

This is not really surprising, however, given
the "limited domain" nature of this problem.
Just as rule-based AI systems currently func-
tion best in extremely limited domains, so too
do current robots require ~ structured environ-
ment. More complex problems, such as a robot
that could dust, will require more processing.
Such a system will need to tell complex per-
ceptual features of objects (movable vs. im-
movable, breakable vs. robust, floor vs. raised

5The issues involved in the plugging in, unplug-
ging, and avoidance of tangling a power cord, are
daunting.
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surface, etc.) and will also need a more com-
plete spatial map -- vaccuuming is essentially a
2-dimensional problem, we contend that dust-
ing is 3-d. Further complexity would be added,
for example, if we demanded that the robot
putting objects where they belong (like get-
ting dirty socks into the hamper). Thus, we
see the need for a long term strategy of com-
bining behavior-based approaches with higher-
level reasoning or with human operators in a
"semi-autonomous" manner.

To do this, we still believe that an approach
like that of HomeBot will eventually be neces-
sary. The AI system must reason over an ab-
straction of the domain, and must use symbolic
information to produce complex goal-based be-
haviors. What has changed, however, since
we "bought a robot" is our understanding of
what sort of behaviors we can base higher-level
models on. These behaviors are more complex,
leave more to the robot, and base their rea-
soning on information that can be provided by
actual robots. Thus, to summarize, we claim
that work in HomeBot was not fundamentally
misguided, just misinformed, and that the need
for integrating reaction and deliberation is ev-
ident from the robot level, as well as from the
AI perspective.

Conclusions
To summarize, while experiments like ours
show that vaccuuming may be within the range
of current behavior-based techniques, we must
take advantage of the restrictions of the do-
main to succeed. Unfortunately, however, the
general household robot-servant, so often dis-
cussed in Asimov’s work and others, remains
well beyond current capabilities, both at the
robotics and AI ends. We believe that bridg-
ing the gulf between reactive (behavior-based)
and deliberative (goal-based) techniques may
hold at least part of the solution to the even-
tual extension of robotic capabilities.
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